
TILT PANEL DOOR

A tilt panel door offers the ultimate solution for an architectural build or to maximise the impression of your houses’ façade. The door 
is comprised of one panel fitted with pivoting arms at both sides of the opening which tilts the door from a vertical, closed position to 
a horizontal, open position. Offering the perfect solution for garages with restricted side or head room. A tilt door also offers the widest 
variety of cladding options to complement the design of any building.*

A standard frame is manufactured from galvanised steel and built specifically with the cladding fixing and weight in mind. Door Smart WA 
can install the frame with or without the cladding to suit any specific project needs.

MAX DOOR SIZE CLADDING WEIGHT PER M2

INSTALL DIAGRAM

2.7m high x 6m wide * 5-12kg per m² *
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*Choices of cladding and the size of the door is subject to a total weight requirement. The maximum door weight shall not exceed 200kg 
inclusive of cladding and frame. Average frame weight is approx. 60kg. 

UPGRADE OPTIONS

• Flush mounted or rear mounted options
• Auto lock feature
• Fire rated including fire seals to meet any BAL requirements

• Powder coated weather seals, track system and brackets
• Smart phone control kit
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Note: Diagram depicts flush finish door.


